
This year is rather dog than cat!? “Inu-Break Exhibition” in Tokyo and in Nagoya! 

Dog photo & goods sale exhibition with SNS popular dogs such as Cotton candy dog 

and snub nosed dog etc. 

 
BACON CO., LTD., the host of popular photo exhibition “Neko-Break Exhibition” with 

more than 500,000 visitors, is going to hold “Inu-Break Exhibition”, the joint photo & 

goods sales exhibition of dog for the first time from the dog’s day Thursday 

November 11th to Sunday November 25th in TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO 

(Asakusabashi, Tokyo). In addition, the visiting exhibition in Nagoya gallery is 

scheduled from Friday November 30th to Monday (holiday) December 24th in Nagoya 

Gallery. 

 

 
URL： http://tgs.jp.net/event/inu-break 

 

 

■ What’s “Inu-Break Exhibition”? 

Cat is fine but this is a dog year. Though cat is the trend today with the word 

Nekonomics, dog is the strongest partner of human who supported our lives from 

old days. This exhibition is a joint photo & goods sales exhibition of popular dog 

creators who publish their works on SNS regardless of professional or amateur. 

There are many dogs famous on Twitter and Instagram and the number of total SNS 

followers is more than 1 million. 



 

This exhibition was planned with request saying “there is not enough dog photo 

exhibition!” Cats’ photo is somewhat artistic but dog photo is rather warm and 

familiar like a family photo. Please enjoy artworks full of Toy Poodle, Chihuahua, 

Shiba and French Bulldog etc. 

 

<Also, wonderfully relaxing video corner> 

In the special video corner on site, you can enjoy video popular in SNS to 

unpublished ones. You can enjoy expressions that make you relaxed only shown to 

masters. 

 

■ Gathering dog creators popular in SNS... ! 

Participating artists are those who are popular on SNS such as (@tamanegi.qoo.riku) 

with more than 440,000 followers in Instagram, Yuko Shibata (@ernie_pooh_) famous 

with white fluffy toy poodle and Riyan’s mom (@shibainu.berry) etc. Also, from “Snug 

Nosed Dog Exhibition”, popular artists such as juntowa (@juntowa) and 

ami(@tora_pom_happylife) will participate! For goods sales, there wil be various 

limited goods such as teke teke popular with original designed dog clothes and Yurie 

Kato with cute hand-made sundry goods so don’t miss. There will be an original “petit 

envelope” as a gift for the first 2,000 visitors. 

 

<Rabbit!? No, it’s actually a dog. Collaboration goods with Mokyu> 

Exclusive goods by “Mokyu’s mom”, the popular artist famous with “Rabbit Symbol 

Exhibition”. Collaboration goods with Mokyu and this exhibition only available on site 

such as acrylic key holder and mini towel etc.! 

 

■ Have your dog’s portrait drawn! <Only in Tokyo site> 

Portrait artist koto_koto_ will be present exclusively in Tokyo site. You can have your 

dog’s portrait drawn with the photo of your dog! (with fee) 

Date: Saturday November 3rd, Sunday 11th, Saturday 17th, Sunday 18th, Friday (holiday) 

23rd, Saturday 24th, Sunday 25th 

 

Please visit the official website for more details! 



 

■ Tokyo 

Exhibition Name: Joint photo & goods sales exhibition of dog 

  “Inu-Break Exhibition” 

Date:   Thursday November 1st 2018 to Sunday November 25th 

  11:00-19:00 

Closed:  Mondays 

Site:  TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO 

  5-27-6-5F Asakusabashi, Taitoku, Tokyo 111-0053 

Fee:  500 JPY/Free for children of 3-year-old or under 

Host:  BACON CO., LTD. 

 

 

■ Nagoya 

Exhibition Name: Joint photo & goods sales exhibition of dog 

  “Inu-Break Exhibition” 

Date:   Thursday November 30 th 2018 to December 24th 

  11:00-18:00 

Closed:  Mondays 

Site:  TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO NAGOYA 

  1-17-12-1F Sinsakae, Nakaku, Nagoyashi 460-0007 

Fee:  500 JPY/Free for children of 3-year-old or under 

Host:  BACON CO., LTD. 

 

 

■Whatʼs BACON CO., LTD? 

We suggest exhibition project with aims such as holding/suggesting/promoting high-quality 

exhibition in and out of Japan, increasing visitors and improving image. We produce event from 

negotiation with creators, interior/exhibition layout, print of artwork to advertisement. 

http://www.bacon.in.net 

 

■What`s “TODAYS GALLERY STUDIO “ 



Opened in July 2014 in Asakusabashi. With the objective to transfer Art, done numerous projects 

such as 

“Ambiguous☆Beauty Girl Art Exhibition”, “Changing Ruins VS Factory Night View where you 

can actually visit 

Exhibition” and “Snub Nose Exhibition”. “The World of Thigh Photos Exhibition” in Golden 

Week 2016 had more 

than 15,000 visitors in total. Its representative exhibition “Neko-Break Exhibition” gained more 

than 450,000 visitors 

in total including local visiting exhibitions within 2 years after opening. One of the best galleries 

in Tokyo making 

news. Opening new gallery in Nagoya in September 2017. Projects and planning are all done by 

Yuki Asaoka, the creative director. 


